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BOOKS RECEI^TII ADDED TO THE LIBRARY
The American Book Collector. 1950-
National directory of newsletters and reporting services.
1966-
Rutgers University. Mental measurenients yearbook. 1938-
Infrared absorption spectra. 19U5-57.
Mellon, M. G. Chemical publications. 1965.
Blake, Sidney Fay. Geographical guide to floras of the world.
1963.
Jackson, Benjamin Daydon. Guide to the literatiire of Botany.
I96I4.
Coman, Edwin Truman. Sources of business information.
1961i.
Gerstenberger, Donna Lorine. The American novel, 1789-1959.
1961
Bateson, Frederick Wilse. A guide to English literature...
1965.
Egerer, J. W. A bibliography of Robert Burns. 1965.
Adams, Thcanas Randolph. American independence... 1965*
Andrews, Charles McLean. Guide to the manuscript materials
for the history of the United States to 1783..* 1908.
Andrews, Charles McLean. Guide to the materials for
American History to 1783... 1912-191ii.
Paullin, Charles Oscar. Guide to the materials in London
archives for the history of the United States since 1783#
19114..-
i«wanski, Richard Casimir. Subject collections in European
libraries. 1965.
Marshall, John David, comp. Books, Libraries, Literature.
1955.
American library association. A.L.A. rules for filing catalog
cards. 19h2.
Wittke, Carl Frederick. The German-language press in America.
1957.
Hough, Henry Beetle. Once more the Thunderer. 1950.
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Reese, William L, Process and divinity. 1961*.
Heinemann, Frederick Henry. Existentialism and the modem
predicament. 1958.










































Wolstein, Benjamin. Irrational despair. 1962.
Bosanquet, Bernard. »,.Croce's Aesthetic. 1919?
Kwant, Remigius C. Encounter. I960.
Fulton, Robert Lester® Death and Identity. 1965*
Neal, Helen Howell. The universe and you. 195U»
Smith, Karl Ulrich. Delayed sensory feedback and behavior...
1962
Brown, Norman Oliver. Life against death. 1959.
Dorsey, John i^orris. Illness or allness. 1965*
Szasz, Thomas Stephen. The ethics of psychoanalysis. 1965.
Wickes, Frances (Gillespy). The inner world of choice. 1963.
Bier, William Christian. Problems in addiction. cl962.
Caro Baroja, Julio. The world of the witches. 1961^.
French, Thomas Morton. Dream interpretation. 196U.
Bloom, Benjamin Samuel. Stability and change in himan
characteristics . 196ii.
Fraiberg, Selma H. The magic years. 1959«
Powell, Marvin. The psychology of adolescence. 1963*
Rogers, Dorothy. The psychology of adolescence• 1962.
Pearce, Jane Edwin. The conditions of human growth. 1963.
Mednick, Martha T. Research in personality. 1963.
H^ont, Horton M. The thinking animal. 196)4.
McGowsn, John F. Counseling. 1962.
Strav.-, Erwin Walter Maximilian. The primary world of senses.
1963 c
Kv-rrocks, John Edwin. Assessment of behavior. 1961i.o
Harvey, 0. J. Motivation and social interaction, cognitive
deteminants. 1963*
Harding, '̂̂ ary Esther, The "I" and the "not-I". 1965®
Glaser, Robert. Training research and education... 1962.
Cofer, Charles Norval. I-Iotivation. 196li.
Mondelson, Elliotts Introduction to mathematical logic. 196U«
Ol3on, Robert Goodwin. The morality of self-interest. 1965o
Conwell, Russell Herman. Acres of diamonds^ 1915»
Al-Ghazzali. Book of fear and hope.,, 1962.
Harper, Ralph. The seventh solitude. 1965-5
Klijie, George Louis. European philosophy today. 1965.
Davies, Hugh Sykes. The English mind« 1961i.
Beck, Lewis White. Studies in the philosophy of Kant. 1965.
RELIGION
O'Dea, Thomas F. The sociology of religionro. 1966.
Hick. John. Faith cindthe phil-^cophf-rs. lycU.
T^i.ielic'ce, Helmut. Between hea.vnn and earth. 1965.
Pegis, Anton Charleso The wisdcm of Catholicism. 19U9»






































Bible. 0, T. Psaljnsa Psaljns. 1966-
Guidepost. Faith made them champions. l9Sh*
Howard, Peter. Frank Buchamn's secret. 1962.
J^enski, Gerhard Emmanuel. The religious factor... 19ol.
Cohen, Paul A, China and Christianity... 1963.
Beda ^enerabUis. A history of the English church and people.
1955.
Davies, John Gordon# The early Christian church... 1965.
Zatko, James J. Descent into darkness. 196?.
Biliington, Ray Allen. The Protestant crusade. 1963.
Rovan, Joseph. Le catholicisme politique en Allemagne. 1956.
Frazer> Sir James George. The golden bough® 1922.
Edgerton, Franklin. The beginnings of Indian philosophy.
1965.
Roth, Cecil. A history of the Jews. 1961.
Hoth, CecU. Ashort history of the Jewish people. 1936.
Esslemont, John Ebenezer. Baha'u*llah and the new era. 1950.
SOCIAL SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
Brown, Robert R. Explanation in social science. 1963*
Bloch, Herbert Aaron^ The gang. 1958.
Chicago. University^ Norman Wait Harris Memorxal Foundation.
Population and wor3.d politics. 1958»
BoUens, John Constantinus*, The metropolis- 1965.
Reissman, -^^eonard® The urban process-. 196Ii«
Porterfield, Austin Larimore. i^rriage and family living as
self-other fulfillment, 1962.
Barber, Bernard. European social class# 1965.
Svalastoga, Kaare# Social differentatj.on# 1?65»
Ho"3verj H. C# Addresses upon the American road# 1938#
Barnes, Harrj'* Elmer# An introduction to the history of
sociology# 19U8.
Thompson, Francis Michael Longstreth# Engli.rh landed society
in the nineteenth century# 1963.
Banfield, Edward C# The moral basis of a backward society#
1958#
^^urgenthau, Hans Joachim# The crossroad papers# 1965#
Anderson, Richard Loree# Statistical theory in research#
1952#
Guilford, Joy Paul# Fundamental statistics in psychology and
education# 1956.
Yates, Frank# San^Dling methods for censuses and surveys#..
I960.
Ponomarev, Boris Nikolaevich# Polit:-'">i0sk:... slovr,ro 1956#
Mark, Max# Beyond sovereignty.
-3-
196'. . . . ^
Alexander, Edward# Matthew Amoj-i aii-' Johr C't.oar'v Mill# 3.965«






































Wilson, Theodore Brantner. The black codes of the South.
1965.
Johnson, John Jo Political change in Latin America,.. 1958-1
Holland, Lynwood, i^athis. The direct primary in Georgia.
19U9.
Millman, Richard. British foreign policy and the coming of
France Prussian War. 1965.
Carrias, Eugene. Le danger allemand (l866-19ii5). 1952.
American Assembly. The United States and Canada. 196ii#>
Burdette, Franklin L. Filibustering in the Senate... 19i;0.
Feis, Herbert. The diplomacy of the dollar. 1965.
Campbell, John Coert. American policy toward Communist
Eastern Europe. 1965.
Lieuwen, Edwin. U. S. Policy in Latin America. 1965®
McKay, Robert B. Reapportionment. 1965.
Minnigerode, ^'^ade. Presidental years, 1787-1860. 1928.
Weisbord, i-larvin Ross. Campaigning for President. 196lio
Hansfield, Harvey Claflin. Statesmanship and party
government. 1965.
Cornell, Paul G. The alignment of political groups in Canada^,
1962.
Court, William Henry Bassano. British economic history, I87O"
I91I1. 1965.
Piettre, /indre. L^economic allemande contemporaine. 1952.
Hershlag, ZvL Yehuda. Introduction to the modern economic
history of the Middle East. 196ii,
Camu, Pierre. Economic geography of Canada, 196U.
Andreano, Ralph L* New Views on American Economic development.
1965.
Glnzberg, Eli, The American worker in the twentieth crntury.
1963.
Bennett, John William. Paternalism in the Japanese economy.••
1963.
Bums, Eveline Mabel (Richardson). Social Security and
public policy, 1956,
Poblete Troncoso, iioises. The rise of the Latin American
labor movement•.. I96O•
Richards, Richard David, The early history of banking in
England. 1965.
Cagan, Phillip, Determinants and effects of changes in the
stock of money, 1875-1960,., 1965.
American Assembly, United States monetary policy, 196U,
Bryant, Willis Rooks, Mortgage lending« 1962^
Hoagland, ^enry Elmer, Real estate finance,., 1965,
Granott, Abraham, Agrarian reform and the record of Israel,o,
1956,
Carstensem, Vernon Rosco, The public lands, 1963,
Bliss, Howard L, Real estate management. 1953*
Conference on World Land Tenure Problems. Land Tenures 1956..
Murray, William Gordon. Farm appraisal and valuation, 1961,
I^kstra, Gerald Oscar, The business law of real estate. 1956,








































Warriner, Doreen# -Uind reform and development in the Middle
East. 1957.
Hibbard, Benjamin Horace. A history of the public land
policies. 1965.
Young, Arthur Nichols. China and the helping hand, 1937-19i;5.
1963.
Musgrave, Richard Abel. Essays in fiscal federalism. 1965.
Silvey, Ted F. Automation the three-legged stool. 1963.
Campbell, Roy Hutcheson. Scotland since 1707. 1965.
American Society of Agronomy. Food for peace. 1963»
Elwell-Sutton, Laurence Paul, Persian oil. 1955.
Backman, Jules. Price practices and price policies. 1953.
Hultgren, Thor. Cost, prices, and profits, their cyclical
relations.,• 1965#
Friedmann, John# Regional development and planning... 196it.
Alba, '\^ictor. Alliance without allies. 1965#
Allen, Robert Loring® Soviet economic warfarea 1960«
Rosen, Sam, National income... 1963.
Juster, Francis Thomas. Anticipations and purchases... 196ii.
Mexico: a symposium of law and government. 1958.
Hayt, i^nanuel. Legal aspects of medical recordse.. 196ii.
H^sley, Francis Harry# Power and the pursuit of peace... 1963^
Richardson, Henry Gerald. The governance of mediaeval
Erigland from the conquest tci Magna Carta. cl963.
Kentucky. Laws, statutes, etc. Kentucky revised statutes...
196ii.
Puerto Rico. Documents on the constitutional history of Puerto
Rico, I96U.
Macridis, Roy C, Comparative politics. 1961^.
Martin, Roscoe Colenan. The cities and the Federal system.
1965.
Kammerer, Gladys Marie. Impact of war on Federal Personnel
administration, 1939-19U5. 1951.
Comiez, i"Iaynard S. A capital budget statement for the U. S.
government. 1966.
Badi, Joseph. The Government of the State of Israel... 1963®
Quade, Edward S« Analysis for military decisions.,. 196U.
Richmond, i4ary Ellen# ...l-'fliat is social case work? 1922#
Southern Regional Education Board Recreation Committee#
Recreation for the mentally retarded. I96U.
Caldwell, Robert Graham, Criminology, 1965.
Indiana, University. Sex offenders.,. 1965#
Bromberg, Walter. Crime and the mind. 1965.
Reik, Theodor. The compulsion to confess. 1959.
Robison, Sophia (Moses). Juvenile delinquency. 1960#
Short, t^ames F. Group process and gang delinquency# 1965.
Spergel, Irving. Racketville, Slumtown, Haulberg#.# 196ii#
Glaser, Daniel. The effectiveness of a prison and parole
system. 1961^.




































Source book of health insurance data. 1959-
Bruner, Jerome Seymour^ Toward a theory of instruction# I9669
Southern association of colleges and secondary schools.
Proceedings of the...annual meeting. 1910-
Tumin, x4elvin Marvin# Education, social class, and inter-
group attitudes in England, France, and Germany. 196ii«
Passin, Herbert. Society and education in Japan. 1965.
Tate, Merle V/, Stq^tistics in education and psychology..» 1965«.
Carlson, Richard 0» Adoption of educational innovations.*.
1965.
Smith, Julian W. Outdoor education. cl96U»
Barry, Ruth. An epitaph for vocational guidance# 1962.
Bauer, Carlton E. Oomprehensive general shop. 1959-
Wheatley, George Milholland. Health observation of school
children... 1965.
Hughes, William Leonard. Administration of physical education
for schools and colleges. 1962.
Ashton, Dudley. Rhythmic activities, grades K-'6» CI96I4.
Bucher, Charles Augustus, foundations of physical education.
1961i.
California. University. Group process in physical education.
1951.
Duncan, Raymond Oscar. Introduction to physical education.
I960.
Irwin, Leslie William# The curriculum in health and physical
education. cl960.
Irwin, Leslie William. Principles and techniques of
supervision in physical education. I960.
Mathews, Donald K» Measurement in physical education. 1963®
Andrews, Gladys. Physical education for today's boys and
girls, i960.
Larson, Leonard August. Physical education in the elementary
school... 1957.
Scott, William Abbott, Values and organizations... 1965.
Chasnoff, Robert E. Elementary curriculum. 196ii.
Backus, Ollie Lucy, and Beasley, Jane. Speech therapy with
children. 1951.
Banks, John Houston. Learning and teaching arithmetic. I96U.
Grescimbeni, Joseph# Arithmetic enrichment activities for
elementary school children... 1965.
Crouch, Ralph. Preparatory mathematics for elementary
teachers. 1965.
i'toks, John L. Teaching elementary school mathematics for
understanding. 1965.
Barker, Roger Garlock. Big school, small school# 196li.
National Education Association. Music and art in the pubJ.io
schools. 1963.
Hass, Glen. Readings in curriculum. 1965.
Law, Glen Charles. The Urgency of new leadership in higher
education. 1962#



















Astin, Alexander W, Who gocs where to college? 1965«
Mississippi. State College, Library. Abstracts of theses.
1953-5h-
Johnsen, J. El. Federal aid for education. 19Ul»
Featherston, E. Glenn, Pupil transportation... 1965.
Toutain, Jules Francois. The economic life of the ancient
world,., 1930.
Baerresen, Donald W. Latin American trade patterns..• 1965.
Ogburn, V/illiam Fielding® The social effects of aviation...
;9U6.
Pitt, Harriett Philmus. Land of two Christmases. 1965*
Elder, Jacob D. Song games from Trinidad and Tobago... 1965.
LANaUAGE AND UI>K}UAGES
Bloomfield, Morton Wilfred. A Linguistic introduction to the
history of English... 1963.
i^artridge, Erie. Slang to-day and yesterday. cl950o
Betteridge, Harold T. The new Cassell's German dictionary.
1958.
The New Cassell's French Dictionary. 1962.
Leitner, Hoses Jonathan. Dictionary of French and American
slang... 1965.
Cassell's new Latin dictionary. I96O.
Chassang, Alexis. Nouveau dictionnaire grec-francaisc.
1889.
Pulkina, I. M. Uchebnik russkogo iazyka. I960.













Toulmin, Stephen Edelston. The philosophy of science. I960.
Whitehead, John Henry Constantine, 190ii-196O. 1962.
Iowa Academy of Science. Proceedings. I887-
Runes, Dagobert David. A treasury of world science. 1962.
Crombie, Alistair Cameron. Robert Grosseteste and the origins
of experimental science, IIOO-I7OO. 1953.
Needham, Joseph, Science and civilization in China. 195U-
Adler, Irving. The new liathematics. 1958.
Hdler, Irving. Numbers old and new. I960.
Chisholm, John Stephen Roy. Mathematical methods in physics.
1965.
Harmon, Frank L« Fundamental concepts of mathematicso®. 196L<
Stein, Sherman K. Mathematics: the man-made universe. 1963®






































louse, Bevan K. Mathematical induction. 196U.
Chevalley, Calude. Fundamental concepts of algebra# 1956.
Young, Frederick H. Essentials of algebra and trigonometry'".
196U.
Morse, Anthony Perry. A theory of sets. 1965*
Halmos, Paul Richard. Finite-dimensional vector spaces.
1958-
Hu, Shih-chen. Homotopy theory. 1959.
McWeeny, R. Symmetry. 1963.
Zariski, Oscar. Commutative algebra. 1958-60.
Andree, Richard Vemon. Selections from modern abstract
algebra. 1958.
Jacobson, Nathan, Lie algebras. 1962.
Hall, George Garfield. Matrices and tensors. 1963®
Fox, Leslie. An introduction to numerical linear algebra.
1965.
Berge, Claude. Topological spaces. 1963»
Halmos, Paul Richard. I'leasure theory. 1950.
Springer, Charles Eugene. Geometry and analysis of projective
spaces. 1961i.
Cuccia, C. Louis. Harmonics, sidebands, and transcients in
communication engineering. 1952.
Pedoe, Daniel. An introduction to projective geometry. 1963r»
Helgason, Sigurour. Differential geometry and symmetric
spaces. 1962.
Lynn, John Williamson. Tensors in electrical engineering. 1963
Moon, ^arry, Vectors. 1965.
Nickerson, Helen (Kelsall). Advanced calculus. 1959*"
Springer, Charles Eugene. Tensor and vector analysis. 1962.
Hille, Einar. Analysis. 196U-
Pontriagin, Lev Semenovich. The mathematical theory of
optional processes. 196U.
Protter, Murray H» College calculus, with analytic geometry.
196U,
Berberian, Sterling K, f^easure and integration... 1965-
Saks, Stanisl-iw. Theory of the integral. 196U.
Plemlj, Josip. Problems in the sense of Riemann and Klein.
196U.
Sansone, Giovanni. Non-linear differential equations... I96I1.
International Symposium on Nonlinear Differential Equations
and Nonlinear Mechanics. Nonlinear Differential Equations and
Nonlinear Mechanics. 1963.
Noble, Benjamin. i%thods based on the Wiener-Hopf technique
for the solution of partial defferential equations. 1958.
Mikhlin, Solomon Grigor*evich. Variational methods in
mathematical physics. 196ii.
Bruijn, Nicolaas Govert de. Asymptotic methods in Analysis.
1961.
McShane, Edward James. Real analysis. 1959.
Titchmarsh, Edward Charles. The theory of functions. 1939.







































Yoshida, Kosaku. Functional analysis. 1965.
Churchill, Ruel Vance. Complex variables and applications.
I960.
Vifeyl, Hermann. The concept of a Riemann surface. 1961^.
installer, Frederick. Probability. 1961
Uspensky, James Victor. Introduction to mathematical
probability. 1937.
Kyburg, ^enry Ely» Probability and the logic of rational
b^ilief. 1961.
Tucker, Howard G. An introduction to probability and
mathematical statistics. 1962.
Stewart, John Lawrence. Fundamental signal theory. I960,
iiinnik, lurii \/'aldimirovich. I'^ethod of least squares and
principles of the theory of observation.
i'^axwell, Albert Ernest. Analysing qualitative data. 1961.
Space Age Astronomy Symposium. Space age astronomy. 1962,
otruve. Otto. The universe. 1962.
Boyle, Hon. Robert. Robert Boyle on natural philosophy.
1965.
Warren, J. W. The teaching of physics. 1965,
Bohr, iHels Henrik David. Atomic physics and human knowledge#
1958.
Heisenberg, Werner. Physics and philosophy, 1958.
Slater, J. C. Introduction to theoretical physics. 1933«
Fok, Vladimir Aleksandrovich. The theory of space and time,
and gravitation, 196ii.
Schweber, Silvan S. An introduction to relativistic quantum
field theory, 1961.
Slater, John Clarke. Quantum theory of matter. 1951.
Bonch-Bruevich, V. L. The Green function method in statistical
mechanics. 1962.
Haar, D. Elements of statistical mechanics. 195U.
Huang, Kersono Statistical mechanics. 1963.
Pacault, A. Elements de thermod^-namique statistique. 1963.
Prigogine, I, Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics# 1962.
Cargese Summer School of Theoretical Physica. Cargese
lectures in theoretical physics. 1962.
Conference on i'^athematical Modesl in the Physical Science.
i'iathematical models in physical sciences. 1963.
•^ctures in theoretical physics, 1957-
i^rgenau, Henry. The mathematics of physics and chemistry.
1955-
J^argenau, Henry, The mathematics of physics and chemistry.
1956.
J'^thods in computational physics. 1963-
Sommerfeld, amold Johannes Wilhelm. Lectures on theoretical
physics. 1950-
Solid state physics, 1955.
Slater, John Clarke<, i^'chanics. 19ii7.
Synge, John Lighton, Principles of mechanics. 1959.







































Kllmister, Clive William, Hamiltonian dynamics. 196li«
International Symposium on Stress Waves in Anelastic Solids.
Stcess waves in anelastic solids® 196U.
•Uane, Cecil Tavemer. Superfluid physics. 1962®
Roberts, Richard W* Ultrahigh vaccuum and its applications.
1963.
Oswatitsch, Klaus# Gas dynamics. 1956.
Born, Max. Principles of optics. 196h.
Kingslake, Rudolf. Applied optics and optical engineering.
1965-
Linfoot, Edward Hubert. Recent advances in optics. 1955.
Saltzman, Barry. Selected papers on the theory of thermal
convection. 1962.
International Conference on Low Temperature Physics.
Proceedings of the aighth international conference on low
temperature physics... 1963.
Bell, David Arthur. Electrical noise« I960.
Internationsl Conference on Quantum Electronics, Advances in
quantum electronics. I96I.
Mattis, Daniel Charles. The theory of magnetism. 1965->
Tralli, Nunzio. Classical electromagnetic theory. 1963.
Jefimenko, Oleg D. Electricity and magnetismo 1966.
Robert Vo Electroma,r^:ietic fields and waves, 1961a
Slater- John Clarke. Electromai;:>.etismc 19U7»
Kadoml sev, B, B. Plasma turbu-lcnce. 1965.
Montgomery, David C, Plasma Kinetic theory. 196Ui>
Stix, Thomas Howard. The theory of plasma waves. 1962.
Blakemore, John Sydney, Semiconductors statistics. 196Z»
Conn, G. K. T. Semiconductor thechnology.
f"riysics of semiconductors; proceedings of the 7th International
Conference. 196U.
P^xtley, E. H. The Hall effect and related phenomena. 1960<,
Suohet, Jacques Paul. Chemical i:.hysics of semiconductors.
1965,
Vavilov, Viktor Sergeevich. Effects of radiation on
semiconductors. 1965.
Richkayzen, G. Theory of superconductivity. 1965.
Rado, George Tibor. Magnetism. 1963-
Slater, John Clarke, rfedern Physics. 1955.
Al'tshuler, Semen Aleksandrovich. Electron paramagnetic resonance
196U.
International Conference on Nuclidic Masses. Proceedingsr»
1960.
^icthenberg, Don Bemett. i^son and Baryon Spectroscopy.
Nemirovskii, Pavel Emmanuilovich. Contemporary models of the
atomic nucleus. 1963o
Shalit, A.tios de. Nuclear shell theory. 1963*
Advances in mass spectroxiietry. 1959.













































International Conference on the rtossbauer Effect. The
ifcssbauer effect, 1962.
Debysj Peter Josef Wi3_liani« Topics in chertiicaX physics# 1962»
Bykov, Georgii Vladimirovich« Electronic Charges of bonds
in organic compounds, 196U,
Pauling^ Linus Carl# The architecture of molecules* 196ii«
Colloque Weyl, Lille# Solutions metal-ammoniac. 196ii»
Ackley, i^redith E. The chemistry of photosynthesis, 1965»
Fitts, Donald D, Nonquilibrium thermodynamics. 1962#
Klotz, Irving Myron# Introduction to chemical thermodynamicse
196U,
letham, J# L« Elementary reaction kinetics# 1962#
King, Edward Jasper# Acid-base equilibria# 196^#
Groot, Sybren Ruurds de. Thermodynamics of irreversible
processes# 1963#
Jones, i'ltark Martin# Elementary coordination chemistry# 196u.p
Strong, Laurence E# Chrmical energy# 1965*
•^aitinen, Herbert August# Chemical analysis# 1960#
Wendlandt, VJesley William# Thermal methods of analysis# l96l4,o
Rao, C. Ultra-violet and visible spectroscopy# 1961#
A'ieites, Louis# Polarographic techniques# 1965*
Bobbitt, James M# Thin-layer chromatography# 1963*
Stahl, Egon# Thin-layer chromatography# 1965-
Kucharsky, Jiri# Titrations in non-aqueous solvents# 1965*
Squirrell, D# C# M# Automatic methods in volumetric analysis©
196U.
Moody, Bernard John# Comparative inorganic chemistry# 1965o
^.f/eissberger, Arnold# Technique of organic chemistry# 19U5"
Timmermans, Jean# Physico-chemical constants of pure organic
compounds. 1950#
Bradstreet, Raymond B, The Kjeldahl method for organic
nitrogen. 1965#
Sienko, Michell J# Physical inorganic chemistry# 1963*
•^ffler, John E# Rates and equilibria of organic reactions®
1963#
Schneider, Frank L# Qualitative organic microanalysiso 196/n.>
Schulman, James Herbert# Color centers in solids# 1962#
Klingsberg, Erwin# Pyridine and its derivatives# 1960-6U#
Progress in nucleic acid research# 1963*
Bragg, Sir William Lawrence# The crystalline state. 1965#
Wood, Elizabeth A# Crystal orientation manual# 1963*
Mullin, John William# Crystallization. 1961#
Hilton, Harold# jylathematical crystallography and the theor;r
of groups of movements# 1963#
Guinier, Andre# X-ray diffraction in crystals# 1963#
Wahlstrom, Ernest Eugene# Optical crystallography# 1960#
Coker, Robert Ervin# This great and wide sea# 1962#
International Oceanographic Congress# Oceanography# 1961#
Badgley, Peter C# Structural and tectonic principles#.#
1965#
Tolansty, Samuel# The history and use of diamond# 1962#





































Wagner, Philip Laurence. Readings in cultural geographyo
1962. . , . ^
American Institute of Biological Sciences# Biological sciences
Molecules to man. 1963.
i^erican Institute of Biological Sciences. High School
Biology. 1963.
American Institute of Biological Sciences. High School
biology. 1963. . T , . T
Waterman, Talbot Howe. Theoretical and mathematical biology.
Gold Spring Harbor, N. Y. Biological laboratoryo Cold Spring
Harbor symposia on quantitative biology. 1933^
Brues, Austin Moore. Aging and levels of biological
organization. 1965. ^
White, Abraham. Principles of biochemistry. 19o4.
Goodwin, B. 0. Temporal organization in cells. 1963®
Harris, Robert John Gecil. Cytogentics of cells in culturd.
196U.
Introduction to molecular biology. 196U. -irwc-a
Society for Experimental Biology. Cell differentiation. 19o3o
Stern, Herbert. The biology of cells. 1965.
Watson, James D. Molecular biology of the gene. 19o5»
Bardach, John E. Downstream. I96U.
Bonner, John Tj^ler. The evolution of development. 195o.
Peters, James Arthur. Classic papers in genetics. 1959.
Xiawson, Chester Alvin. Programed genetics. 1963®
Bonner, James Frederick. The molecular biology of developnentc
1965.
Heterosis Conference. Heterosis. 1962.
American Society for Microbiology. Manual of Microbiological
methods, 1957. • 4..
Rudolfs Research Conference. Principles and applications in
aquatic microbiology. 196ii.
Schrodinger, Erwin. \^ait is life? 19U5»
Wilson, Edmund Beecher. The cell in development and heredity^
1928.
Dareff, Hal. The first microscope. 1962.
New York Botanical Garden. Memiors, Volume 10. July, I77 •
Annual review of plant physiology. 1950"
Annual review of Plant Physiology. 1950- 2.
Steward, Frederick Campion. Plant physiology. X9S9o
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. Water Stress in Plants.
1965.
Annual review of phytopathology. 1963"
Kleijn, H. Mushrooms and other fungi. 1962.
Braun, Emma Lucy. Deciduous forests of eastern North America.
196U.
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultura.-
Organization. Plant-water relationships in arid and semi-
arid conditions. 1961.
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
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McCloy, Shelby Thomas. French inventions of the eighteenth
century. 1952.
Abdellah, Faye G. Better patient care through nursing
research. 1965.
Chamberlain, Edith M. Orientation to nursing. 1962.
Hayes, Edward J. Moral principles of nursing..# 1961^.
Pelley, Thelitia. Nursing. 196U.
Wlndemuth, Audrey. The nurse and the outpatient department.
1957.
^ordicks, Katherine J. Nursing care of patients having
chest surgery. 1962.
Fordham, I'lary E, Cardiovascular surgical nursing. 1962.
Ingram, Madeleno Elliotto Principles and techniques of
psychiatric nursing. I960.
i'^anfreda. Marguerite Lucy. Psychiatric nursing. 196ii.
Conference on Physiology of Prematurity. Physiology of
prematurity. 1956*
Greene, i-iargaret C. L. The voice and its disorders. 1957#
Bauer, Williajn v^Jaldo. Today's health guide. 1965#
Smolensky, Jack, Principles of commxinity health. 1961.
Govoni, Laura E® Drugs and nursing implications... 1965«
^elly, Ellen Davis. Adapted and corrective physical
education. 1965»
Rogers, Carl Ransom. Client-centered therapy. 1965#
Howry, Lillian. Basic nutrition and diet therapy for nurseso
1966.
Gray, Charles Horace. Laboratory handbook of toxic agents.
Hopps, Howard C, Principles of pathology. 196li.
iUTierican Public Health Association. Diagnostic procedures
and reagents. 1963.
''Wilkinson, Darrell Sheldon. The nursing and management of
skin diseases. 1961.
^"Wter, John Tinkham. Essentials of clinical neuroanatomy
and neurophysiology. 1961.
Cruickshank, V/illiam M. Perception and cerebral palsy...
1965.
Prescott, Frederick. The control of pain. 196li.
Blank, X^onard. Psychological evaluation in psychotherapy.
1965.
Sandell, Perry. Teaching dental health to elementary school
children. 1956.
Kroger, William S. Psychosomatic gynecology. 1962#
William, John ^i/hitridge. Obstetrics. 1961.
Birch, Herbert George. Brain damage in children. 196lio
Freud, -^nna. Normality and pathology in childhood. 19659
Gay, William I. Methods of animal expei-iiientation. 1965-
Syir^osium on Engineorin/y Applications of Random Function




































Levine, Summer N# Selected papers on new techniques for
energy conversion. 1961
McGrath. Ian Alexander. Advances in magnetohydrodynamics#
1963.
Fuchs^ J. David. Electric.al motor controls and circuits.
1963 «
Guillemin, Ernst Adolph. The mathematics of circuit emalysis.
19U9.
Symposium on Network Theory, i^ecent developments in network
theory# 1963®
Schwartz, Mi^cha# Information transmission, modulation, and
noisen 1959o
Gittins, J. F, Power Traveling-wave tubes. 1965.
lytel, Allan Herbert. Microwave test & measurement technique©
196U.
Noll, Edward M. Science projects in electronics. 1963.
Panter, Philip F. Modulation, noise, and spectral analysis©
1965.
Siegmaii, a. E. Microwave solid-state maserse 196^.
Frungel, Frank B. A. High speed pulse technology. 1965»
National Conference on Tube Techniques. Advances in electron
tube techniques. I960.
Rheinfelder, William Design of low noise transistor
input circuitse 196ii«
Jjewin, Gerhard S. Fundamentals of vacuum science and
technology. 1965.
National Syn^osium on Vacuum Technology. 195U-
Holt, Lionel Thomas Caswell. A short history of machine
tools i» 1965.
Venk, Ernest. The Complete outboard boating manual.
1958.
U. S» Army Engineer District, Louisville, Ky. Green and
Barren rivers navigation charts. 1965»
Harris, Charles Overton. Elementary structural design. 195l»
World space directory. 1963-
Miami. University. Cuba: agriculture and planning. 1965*
Bear, Firman Edward. Soils in relation to crop groweth.
1965.
Donahue, Roy Luther. Soils. 1965*
Stallings, James Henry. Soil. 1957.
Bear, Firman Edward. Chemistry of the soil. 196h.
Piper, Charles Vancouver. The soybean. 19U3*
Lucas, George Blanchardc Diseases of tobacco. 1965.
Salisbury, Frank B. The flowering process. 1963*
Frandson, R. D. Anaton^y and physiology of farm animals.
1965.
Getty, Robert. Atlas for applied veterinary anatonqr, 196at.
Couch, Houston B. Disease of turfgrasses. 1962.
Davis, Hei'bert Spencer. Cixlture and disease of game fishes.
1953.




























Q 677 W726L 1963
Ref 690.2 G757d
Martin, Ethel Austin® Nutrition in action^ 1965*
^"lartin, Ethel Austin. Robertas Nutrition work with children.
195U.
Agan, Tessie. The house, principles, resources, dynamics.
1965.
Eastern Business Teachers Association. learbook.
Davis, Gordon Bitter. An introduction to electronic computers,
1965.
Accounting trends and techniques in published corporate
annual reports. 19U5~
American institute of certified public accountants. 1956-
1965.
Cashin, James a. Auditing. 1963*
American i'lanagement Association. The balance of payments
problem. cl965«
American i'ianagement Association. Packaging for retail impact.-,
c1965.
ilmerican Management Association. Zero defects... C19650
Amtrican Management association. Making the most of training
opportunities. cl965.
American i^lanagement .issociation. Budgeting general and
administrative expenses. 1966.
American '̂ianagement Association. Purchasing in worldwide
operations• cl966.
iimorican Management association. International insurance
and employee benefit and pension management. cl966»
American i'lanagement Association. Packaging's role in PhysicaJ,
distr ibution. c1966•
Fortune, i'̂ anagement: challenge and response^ cl965«
Greenwood, V/illiam T. i^^anagement and organization behavior
theories. 1965.
McDonough, Adrian M. i'lanagement systems. 1965#
Black, Homer Augustus. Accounting in business decisions.
1961.
Moment, David. Role development and interpersonal comptence.
1963.
Alder son, Wroe. Planning and problem solving in marketing...
196U.
Howard, John a. Itirketing management- 1963*
Boyd, Harper V/, Marketing research... 1961;®
Shanks, Mary D. The theory and practice of nursing service
administration... 1965.
Stevens, Hazel F. Introduction to general textiles
laboratory manual.
V/ingate, Isabel B. laboratory swat-ch book. 1963.


































ART, x'lUSIC, PHYSICS £DUCaTION
Ehrenzeig, Anton. The psycho-anaJysis of artistic vision
and htaring... 196^.
Bazin, Germain. Baroque and rococo. 196ii.
Kostelanetz, Richard. The now American arts. 1965.
Muuiford, Lewis. Sticks and stones.192ii3
Tallmadge, Thomas Eddy# The story of architecture in Americi
1936.
New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art. American Sculpture...
1965.
Xappin, rt-lvin R, Plastics projects and techniques. 1965o
Blaker, Alfred A. Photography for scientific publication.
1965.
Shapiro, Nat® Popular music. 196h-
Petrucci, Ottaviano del. Harmonica Musices Odhecaton. 19/'.?;
McMahan, Harry Wayne. Television production. 1957.
Hilliard, Robert L, Writing for television and radio, 1962.
Spolin, Viola, Improvisation for the theater, 1965»
^spys, Samuel, Pepys on the Restoration stage^* 196h«
LITEiUTURE
Hall, Vernon, A short history of literary criticism. 1963^
Brigance, William Noivood. Speech. 1961.
Grozier, Edwin Atkins. Plot outlines of 101 best novels.
1962.
Borges, Jorge Luis. Other inquisitions, 1937-1952* 196!io
einey, Donald W, Recent rfjnerican literature. 1958.
Norman, Charles. Poets on poetry. 1962-
Widmer, Kingsley. The literary rebel. 1965.
*^3^1163 David. The Oxford companion to i-unerican literature.
Timpe, Eugene F. American literature in Gemianyc 1861-3 872.
196L.
Hoffman, Daniel G, The poeti:y of Stephen Crane. 1956,
•aiken, Conrad Potter. Brownstone eclogues, and other poems.•.
19li2.
Frost, Robert, Oomplete poems. cl96ii.
Frazer, George Sutherland, Ezra Pound. cl960.
Humphries, Rolfe, Collected poems, 1965.
Odets, Clifford. ...Six plays. 1939.
Miller, Raymond Curtis, Representative tragic heroines in the
work of Brown, Hawthorne, Howells, J^ames, and Dreiser© 1957o
Stegner, iVallace Karle, The American Novel. 1965.










































Runyon, Damon» Short takBS. 19li6»
Ethridge, Willie (Snow). You oan*t hard]^ get there from
here. 1965#
Bush, Douglas. Prefaces to Renaiss mce literature. 1965©
Fisch, Harold. Jerusalem and Albion. 196Ii.
Stoll, Elmer Edgar. Poets and playwright's. 1965e
Sutherland, James Runciaman. On English prose. 1957*
Rumble, Thomas C» The Breton lays in Middle English. 1965«
Hilles, Frederick Whiley. From sensibility to romanticism.
1965.
Vaughan, Henry. Poetry and selected prose. 1963*
Barker, Arthiir Edward. Milton. 196^.
Fairchild, Hoxie Neale. The romantic quest. 1931*
V/eaver, Bennett. Prometheus unbound. 1957#
Litzinger, Boyd. The Browning critics. 1965o
Henn, Thomas Rice. The lonely tower. 1965*
*jrubb, Frederick* A vision of reality. 1965*
Silkin, Jon. Poems, new and selected. 1966.
Baker, xirthur Ernest. Shakespeare commentary... 1957*
Clarke, Charles Cowden. The Shakespeare key. 1961?
Columbia University* Shakesporian studies. cl9l6»
Chase, Lewis Nathaniel. The English heroic play... 1965n
Corkery, Daniel. Synge and Anglo-Irish literature# 196^^©
Johnston, Denis. John Millinton Synge. 1965®
Tedlock, Ernest //amock. D. H» Lawrence, artist & rebel#
1963.
St« John-Stevas, Norman. V/alter Bagehot© 1963.
Lew, Marie Hamilton# The English familiar essay in the early
nineteenth century..# 1965#
Anderson, V/arren D» i*^tthew Arnold and the Classical
tradition... 1965.
Barker, Arthur Edward. Milton and the Puritan dilemma# 19U2«
•^angdon, Ida. Milton*s theory of poetry and fine art...
1965.
Boyeses, Hjalmar Hjorth# ^ssays on Geman literature...
1892.
Haywood, Burce. Novalis, the veil of imagery. 1959.





Racan, Honorat de Buoil, Marquis de.
poesies lyriques^ 1929#
Musset, Alfred de. Poesies Nourvelles, 1836-1852.
Rlnbaud, Jean Nicolas Arthur. I960.
Pequy, Cha.rles Pierre# Les tapisseries et autres poemes.
c1962.
Prevert, Jacques. Paroles. cl9ii9#
Gamier, Robert. Les juifvos, ti'ageiiie. ol96U#
lonesco, Knptene# Hio.it.re. 195U—
-18-
Les influences etrangeres sur la
1961.
Poesies de Francios Maynard. 1926.







































































Maeterlinck, Haurice# Theatre inedit. 1959-
Sartre, Jean Paul. Les mouches. cl963o
Giraudoux, Jean. Theatre. 19^8-
Giraudoux, Jean. Three Plays. 196U#
i'^rguerite d^Angouleme. L^Heptamerono I960.
Harivaux, Pierre Carlet de Chamblain de. Le vie de Marianne
ou Les aventures de Madame la comtesse de. 1963.
Prevost, Antoine Francois. Historic du Chevalfer Des Grieux
it de Manon Lescaut. 1965.
Voltaire, Francois Marie Arouet de. Romans et contes. 1958:>
Rousseau, Jean Jacques© i«s reveries du promeneur solitaire©
1960.
Armance. 1962.
Vie de Henri Brulard. cl96l.
La cousine Bette. 1962#
La peau de chagrin. 1961a.
Mademoiselle de Maupin...








Flaubert, Gustave. Bouvard et Pecuchet. 196$.
Faubert, Gustave. L*Education sentimentale histoire d'un
jeune homme. 1961a»
Flaubert, Gustave. La tentation de Saint iintoine. 195ii*
Flaubert, Gustave# i'ladame Bovary. 1965*
Zola, Emile. Autres Chefs-d'oeuvre. cl958#
Beckett, Samuel. Nouvelles et Texte pour rien. 1958.
Benvoir, Simone de# Los Mandarins, roman. 19$h»
Duras, Marguerite. Le square, roman. 1955#
Genet, Jean. Oeuvres completes. 1951-
Gide, Andre Paul Guillaume. L* immoraliste; roman. cl960»
Gide, Andre Paul Guillaume. Les faux-monnayeurs, roman.
01925-
Gide, «.ndre Paul Guillaume.
Gide, Andre Paul Guillaume.
Giono, Jean. Lus Ames fortes. 19U9*
Giono, Jean. Angelo, rcwian. 1958.
Giono, Jean. Le bonheur fou, roman. cl957*
Jacob, Max. Romanesques, Nouvelles. 1956.
Montaigne, Michel Eyguem de. Essais. 1962.
Montesquieu, Charles Louis de Sccondat. Lettres persanes.
1960.
Bossuet, Jacques Benigne. Oraisons funobres. 1961.
Voltaire, Francoise Marie Arouet de. Lettres choisies.
c1961«
Du Fail, Noel. Propos Rustiques de Noel Du Fail. 1928.
Rabelais, Francois. Oeuvres completes. cl962.
Scarron, Paul. Le Roman Comique. 1955*
Boileau-Despreaux, Nicolas. Oeuvres. cl96l.
Montesquieu, Charles Louis de Secondat. De L'esprit des lols,
1961.
La Bruyere, Jean de# Les caraotxn-HDa de Theoplir/asteo 1962o
L Roc!iofv,*nc.Hu1a* Pivuiooifs, fiiir 1961.
Pascal, Bnlise. Pwnsees. I960.
La porte etroite, roman. 1959a

































Montesquieu, Charles Louis de Secondat. Considerations sur
les causes de la grandeur des domains st de lour decadence.
195U.
Rousseau, Jean Jacques. Les Confessions. I96I4.©
Heiney, Donald W. iunerica in modem Italian literature.••
196U.
Herriott, J. H^mer. Towards a critical edition of the
Celestina. 196U.
Swain, James Obed. Vicente Blasco Ibanez. 1959*
Guiraldes, Ricardo. Xaimaca. 1953*
Cicero, Marcus Tul1ius. Brutus.

















L8orateur, du Meilleur genre
L'Amitie. 1965.
Canton I'ancien (de la viellesse).
Traite de lois, 1959•
Des termes extremes des biens et des
Traite du destin. 1950.
Tusculanes. 196U«
Correspondence. 1963•
Alexandrova, Vera. A history of Soviet literature. 1963*
HISTORY AND GEOGEaPHY
Hughes, Henry otuart. History as art and as science. 196Ue
Tuchman, Barbara (Wertheim). The proud tower... 1966.
Pyrard, Francois. The voyage of Francois Pyrard of Laval to
the East Indies. 196?
Rand McNally and company. Commercial atlas and marketing
guide. CI966.
Rand McNally and company. New Cosmopolitan world atlas.
C1965.
Rcind McWally and company. Cosmopolitan world atlas. cl9oU®
Toynboe, ^mold Joseph. Hannibal*s legacy. 1965.
Eliot, Sir Charles Norton Edgecumbe. Turkey in Europe.
1965.
Rawson, Robert Rees. The monsoon 1-inds of Asia. 1963*
Barlffir-Benefield, Maud a. The li.inds and peoples of East
Africa. 1960.
Savelle, i^^ax. Seeds of liberty. 1965.
Rich, Mrs. L. (D). IVe took to the woods. 19ii2.
Shinn, Charles 1965.
-20-
Or 918.033 Ml55c ^'%cEoin, Gdry. Colombia and Venezuela and the Guianass
196^.
919oU Au78 Australia^ official handbook,
923«2 M837 1917 X Morse, John Torrey. Benjamin Franklin. 1917?
923«2 M837 1917 Hosmer, James Kendall. Samuel Adams. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 rxi Tyler, Hoses Coit. Patrick Kenry. 1917?
923*2 M837 1917 Tv'jV Lodge, Henry Cabot® George Washington. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 VI Morse, John Torrey. John Adams. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 VIT Lodge, Hynry Cabot. Alexander Hamilton. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 Vlii Hoosevelt, Theodore. Gouverneur Morris. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 Pellew, William George. John Jay. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 X Magruder, Allan Bowie. John Marshall. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 Horse, John Torrey. Thomas Jefferson. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 XII Gdy, Sydney Howard. James Madison. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 XIII Stevens, John Austin, albert Gallatln. 1917?
923.2 M837 1917 xr/ Gilman, Daniel Coil, James Monroe. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XV Morse, John Torrey. John Quincy Adams. 1917»
923.2 M837 1917 XVI Adams, ^enry. John Randolph. 1917-
923.2 M837 1917 X\'II Sumner, William Graham. Andrew Jackson. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XVIII Shepard, Edward Morse, rlartin Van Biiren. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XIX, XX Schurz, Carl. Henry Clay. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XXT Lodge, Henry Cabot. Daniel Webster. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XXTX Hoist, Hermann Eduard von. John C. Calhoun. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XX^^II Roosevelt, Theorore. Thomas H. Benton. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XJ.'.V Mclaughlin, Andrew Cunningham. Lewis Cass. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 X'-J", XXVI Morse, John Torrey, Abraham Lincoln. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XXVII Lothrop, Thornton Kirkland. William Henry Seward. 1917.
923<.2 M837 1917 XXVIII Hart, Albert Bushnell. Salmon Portland Chase. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XXIX Adams, Charles Francis. Charles Francis Adams. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XltX Storey, i-Ioorfield. Charles Sumner. 1917-
923->2 M837 1917 XXXI McCall, Samuel Walker. Thaddeus Stevens» 1917-
923.2 M837 1917 XJOCII Colidge, itouis Arthur. Ulysses S, Grant. cl917.
923*2 M837 1917 XXXIII Burton, Theodore Elijah. John Sherman. 1917#
923.2 M837 1917 XllXrV American Statesmen. Standwood, Edward. James Gillespie
Blaine. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XXXIV Standwood, Edward. James Gillespie Blaine. 1917«
923.2 M837 1917 XXV McCaU, Samuel Walker. Thomas 3. Reed. 1917.
923-2 M837 1917 XXXVI, XXXVII Thayer, William Roscoe. John Jay. 1917.
923.2 M837 1917 XXXVIII, XXXIX Olcott, Charles Sumner. v/illiam -McKinley. 191?"
923.2 M837 1917 XL Smith, Theodore Clarke. »..General index to the American
Statesmen series. cl917*
Fr 9U0.28 P777e Ponteil, Felix. L*eveil des nationalites et le mouvemont
Liberal, I960.
9U0.26 W872t V^oodward. Sir Ernest Llewellyn. Three studies in Eiu-opean
conservatism. 1963.
9l;0.3lU2 B93Ur Burnett, Philip Mason. Reparation at the Paris Peace
Conference from the standpoint of the -ijnerican delegatxon-
19U0.
9U0.^ Su79 Survey of international affairs. 1920-23-
Fr 9hh.05 L521n Lefebvre, Georges, Napoleon, par Georges Lefebvre. 1965#
9hl.57 Oc5i 0*Coijnell, M-^iirice R. Irish politics and soci^ conflict iii






































ilacardle, Dorothy. The Irish iiepublic. 1965.
Stenton, Doris i-Iary. English society in the early middle
ages. c1962«
Myers, a, R. England in the late middle ages. ol963t.
Hicks, Leo. An Elizabethan problem. 19614.
^ease, Theodore, Calvin. The Leveller aovementsc 1916®
Hertzman, Lewis. DNVP. 1963.
Clay, Lucius Du Bignon. Decision in Germany. 1950.
Solov'ev, Sergei Mikhailovich, Istoriia rossii s drevneishikii
vremen. 1959.
Kitts, Humphrey Davy Findlay. Les Grecs. 1959.
Jelavich, Charles. The Balkans in transition. 1963o
Bland, John Otway Percy. Recent events and present policies
in China. 1912.
Arendonk, Cornells van. Les debuts de I'imamat zaidite au
Yemen. I960.
Wolpert, Stanley A, India. 1965.
Lengyel, Emil# The changing Middle East,
Hyde, George E. Red Cloud's folk. 1937.
Trenholm, Virginia Cole. The Shoshonis.
Lorant, Stefan. The Nuw World. 1965.
Morris, Richard Brandon. The peacemakers.
Bowers, C. G. The ^tragic era. 1929.
Dumond, D. L. iloosevelt to Roosevelt. cl937.
Myers, W, 3., and Newton, W. H. The Hoover administratioDo
1936.
Ickes, Harold Le Claire. The secret diaiy of Harold L. Ickes.
1953.
ochlesinger, Arthur Meier, Thousand days. 1965.
Wertenbaker, T. J. Father Knickerbocker rebels. 19U8«
Eaton, Clement. Freedom of thought in the Old South® l?iiOti
Southern Historical society. Southern historical society
papers. 1876-
McGinty, Girnie William. Louisiana redeemed. 19U1.
Davis, i^rs. M, E, (M). Under six flags. 1897.
'̂Vebb, W. P, The great plains. cl931#
Lavender, David Sievert. The American heritage history of the
Great West... 1965.
Historical studios; Australia and New Zealand. Historical
Studies: selected articles. 1961;.





Beach, Sylvia. Shakespeare and Con^any. 1959o
Bemays, Edward L. Biography of an idea. 1965(
Sherwell, G. a. Simon Bolivar. 1951.

















































Ferguson, John DoLancey. Pride and pjssion# 1961i.
Curie, Eve* Madamo CuriOo 1937•
De Mille, Cecil Blount. The autobiography of Cecil B. De
Mille. 1959.
Sheahan, J. VJ« The life of Stphen a, DouglaSe I96O0
Cossitt, F. R, The life and times of Rev, ^inis Ewingo cl6^?."3„
Barre, Life and public services of Millard Fillmoreo l8^6»
Foadick, Harry Emerson. The living of these days^ 1956a
Fay, Bernard, Franklin, the apostle of modem times*. 1929»
Sewell, Richard John P» Hale and the Politics of abolitionr
1965«
Hugessen, Sir Hughe Montgomery Knatchbull. 19u9«
Beardwood, •"•lice# The trial of Walter Langton® 19^h*
Bowdey, Clifford, Lee. 1965»
Chamwood. Abraham Lincoln. 1917*
Gross, A. Lincoln's own stories. 1912.
Sandburg, Carlo -ibraham Lincoln, the prairie yeardo cl.950c'
Sandburg, Carl, iibraham Lincoln, the war years. 1950c.
Mann, Thomas. Letters to Paul Amann. I960.
i^lasson, David. The life of John Milton. 1965»
Vallery-Radotj Rene. The life of Pasteur. 1927*
Wilson, P. W. William Pitt, the younger. 1930.
Garland, H. A. The life of John Randoloph of^Raonoke^ I'-tOo
WiULiams, John Augustus. Life of Elder John Smith. c3.v./ii9
Benjamin, Lewis Saul. The life and letters of Tobias Smol/.©V:t!j
1966.
Sykes, Christopher. Wassmus. 1936.
Wiener, Norbert. I am a mathematician. 1956#
Easton, Mrs. E. I. (M). Roger Williams. cl930»
FICTION
Auchincloss, Louis. The embezzler. cl966.
Dreiser, Theodore. The financier. cl9liO.
Eckert, nllan W. The silent sky. 1965
Friedman, Bruce Jay. A Mother's kisses.
-23-
196Uo
Heinrich, Willi. The lonely conquerore.# 1962.
Hugo, Victor. The hunchback of Notre Dame,
Mankowitz, Wolf. Cockatrice. 1963*
Matthiessen, Peter. At play in the fields of the Lord.
c1965.
Ostrovskii, Nikolai Alekseevich- How the ste^l wq.j te
196U-
Read, Opie Percival. The waters of Caney Fork. clo9o.
Shadbolt, i'^aurice. ^imong the cinders. 1965#
Stafford, ^ean. Boston adventure. 19iil;»
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BOOKS RECENTLY ADDED TO THE LIBRARY
Green, i'dartin Burgess. Science and the shabby curate of
poetry. 1965.
Amdt, Karl J. German-American newspapers and periodicals
1732-1955. 1965.
How-to-do-it books. 1963#
"A library for younger schollers." 1961.
Hall, G. K. (St Company. Cumulated subject index to
psychological abstracts. 1966.
U. S. Dept. of Labor. Unemployment and retraining... 1965.
Carpenter, Robert N# Guidelist for marketing research and
economic forecasting... 1966.
Freeman, Ruth. Counseling, a bubliography. 196it.
Black, Dorothy M. Guide to lists of master's theses. 1965.
Rahe, Harves. Typewriting research index... I963,
Lucas, Edna Louise. The Harvard list of books on art. 1952.
Kiell, Norman. Pdychiatry and psychology in the visual arts
and aesthetics. 1965#
Guide to the performing arts. I96O-
Hopper, Vincent Foster. Bibliography of European literature^
195U.
Los Angeles. University of Southern California. Hamlin
Garland. 1962.
Kennedy, Arthur Garfield. A concise bibliography for students
of English. I960.
Haichel, Karol. Guide to Russian reference books# 1962-
Hsueh, Chun-tu. The Chinese Coinmunist movement# I96O-
Parker, David W. Guide to the materials for Iftiited States
history in Canadian Archives. 1913.
Shores, Louis. Mark Hopkins' log, and other essays... 1965.
Slocum, Robert B. Sample catalog cards. 1962.
Spyers-Duran, Peter. Moving library materials. 1965.
Southeastern States Cooperative Library Survey. Libraries
of the Southeast, 19ii9.
Downs, Robert Bingham. Famous books, ancient and medieval.
196^.
Sayers, Frances. Summoned by books. 1965.
Viguers, Ruth Hill. Margin for surprise. 1961^.
Boyd_, Jessie Edna. Books, libraries and you. 1965.
Perkins, Ralph. The proai>octivo t^ar-her's knowledge of
library f^iudameut/als... 1965.
Collier's encyclopedia, 1966»


































The encyclopedia Americana. cl966.
Bourne, Henry Richard Fox. English newspapers. 1966.
Publisher's Auxiliary. A centuiy of American journalism,
196^.
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
Perelman, Chaim. An historical introduction to philosophical
thinking. 1965»
Kockelmans, Joseph J. i'^artin Heidegger. 1965#
Bobik, Joseph. Aquinas on being and essence... 1965#
Bourke, Vemon Joseph. Augustine*s view of reality. 196ii.
Marcel, Gabriel, Being and having. 1965*
/io, Tommaso de. Commentary on being and essence. I96I4.
On the eternity of the world. 196ii.
Bergson, Henri Louis. Duration and simultaneity. 1965*
Garnett, Arthur Campbell. The perceptual process. 1965«
Quantity and quality. 1961.
Riet, Georges van. Thomistic epistemology... 1963-65*
Bunge, Mario Augusto. Causality. 1959«
Pears, D. F. Freedom and the will. 1963«
Becker, Ernest. The birth and death of meaning. 1962#
Isaacson, Robert Lee. Basic readings in neurospsychology.
cl96i4,
HcCleary, Robert A. Subcortical mechanisms of behavior.
1965.
Arlow, Jacob A. Psychoanalytic concepts and the structural
theory. 196^,
Boss, i^dard. Psychoanalysis and daseinsanalysis... 1963-
Srikson, E^ik Homburger. Insight and responsibility, 19614,-
Kelman, Harold. Advances in psychoanalysis. 196li.
Klein, Melanie. Our adult world, and other essays® 1963«
i^armorston, Jessie. Psychoanalysis and the human situation^
196a.
'̂ sisman, Avery D. The existential core of psychoanalysis.
^uttit, Chauncey McKinley. Clinical psychology. 1936.
Szasz, Thomas Stephen. The myth of mental illness. 1961.
Bachelard, Gaston. The psyclioana.l^'-sis of fire. 196U«.
Notestein, Wallace. A history of witohci*aft in England from
1558 to 1718. cl911.
i-^uhl, Anita Mary, automation writing. 196ii.
Gardner, David Bruce. Development in early childliood*.
196U.
Hathaway, Starke Rosecrans. Adolescent personality and
behavior. 1963.










































Grinder, Robert i^. Studies in adolescence. 1963.
Kiell, Norman. The univtjrsal experience of adolescence.
196U.
Robinson, Halbert B. The mentally retarded child... 1965#
Rothstein, Jerome H. Mental retardation. 1961.
Thorne, Gareth D. Understanding the mentally retarded...
1965.
iiarks, Philip Andre. Actuarial description of abnormal
personality. 1963.
Vemon, Philip E. Personality assessment. 196li»
Conference on phenomenology. Phenomenologyj pure and
applied. I96U.
lauer, Quentin. Phenomolyj its genius and prospect. 1965*
Luijpen, V/ilhelmus Antonius Maria. Phenomenology and
me taphys ics. 1965•
Elliott, George Roy. Humanism and imagination. 1938o
Cruchon, Georges E. Dynamic psychology... 1965.
Hermstein, Richard J. A Source book in the history of
psychology. 1965.
Marx, Melvin Herman, Systems and theories in psychology.
1963.
Adams, James Frederick# Problems in counseling. 1962.
Hyman, Ray. The nature of psychological inquiry. 196ii.
Kurtz, Kenneth H. Foundations of psychological research.®.
1965.
i^-fann, . W. Behaviorism and pheonomenology. 19614.
McClelland, David Clarence. The roo^ of consciousness.
1961i.
Mann, John Harvey. Frontiers of psychology. 1963.
Shoben, Edward Joseph. Perspectives in psychology. 1963*
Wolman, Benjamin B. Scientific psychology. 1965.
Fiugel, John Carl. A hundred years of psychology. 1961^.
Cronbach, Lee Joseph. Psychological tests and perscr.nel
dec isions.•. 1965.
Arnold, Magda B. Story sequence analysis. 1962.
Wybum, G. M. Human senses and perception. 196U.
Dember, William Norton. Visual perception. 196ii.
I^ibowitz, Herschel W. Visual perception... 1965.
Beebe-Genter, John Gilbert. The psychology of pleasantness
and unpleasantness. cl932.
Eysenck, Hans Jurgen. Experiinents in motivation. 196U.
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Smith, Alice Kimball. A peril and a hope. 1965*
Adler, Irving. Magic house of numbers. 1957#
Barkan, Herbert. Introduction to mathematics with
applications. 1965.
Britton, Jack Rolf. University mathematics. 1965»
Dolciani, Mary P. Modern introductory analysis. 196ii.
Freyd, Peter. Abelian categories. 196U.
Hart, ^/illiain LeRoy. Algebra, elementary functions, and
probability. 1965.
Haaser, Norman B. A course in mathematical ana3ysist» 1959.
Mancill, Julian Dossy. Contemporary mathematics# 1966.
Meyer, Herman. Precalculus mathematics. 196Ii.
Sominskii, I. S. The method of mathematical induction.
1963.
Yamane, Taro. Mathematics for economists. 1962.
Wooton, William. SMSG; the making of a curriciilum. 1965.
Polya, George. Mathematical discovery. 1962.
^Jlam, S. M. A collection of mathematical problems. 1960®
Chemical rubber company. Standard mathematical tables«.•
1965.
Saaty, Thomas L. Lectures on modem mathematics. 1963-65.
Hart, William Le Roy, Tables for mathematics of investiaent.
1958.
Shilov, Gerogii Evgen*evich. How to construct graphs. 196"^,
Siders, Ellis L. Mathematics for modem busitit^ss and
industry. 196U.
Dupree, Daniel E. Modern college algebra. 1965*
Hart, Williani Le Roy. College algebra and
1959.
Kells, Lyirian Morse. Intermediate al-^ebra. 1959*
Birkhoff, Garrett. it survey of modern algebra. 1965<»
Campbell, Hugh G. iin introduction to matrices, vectors,
"vid lin^HT- i» '̂-'>»'.rfiiiui}ing» 1965.
Dnlrigoh, i^oy. Intr'»duct.lon to abstract algobi*a# 1965.
Keesee, John W. Elp]iion+it7/r '>V»atj.'act algebra. 1965.











































Todd, John. Survey of numerical analysis. 1962.
Venttsel', Elena Sergeevna. An introduction to the theory
of games. 1963.
Whitesitt, John Eldon. Principles of modem algebra. 196U.
Hunter, John. Number theory. 196U.
Adamson, Iain T. Introduction to field theory. 196ii.
Keene, Geoffrey Bourton. Abstract sets and finite ordinals.
1961.
Selby, Samuel. Sets, relations, functions. 1963.
Cohn, Paul Moritz. Universal algebra. 1965.
Munkres, James Raymond. Elementary linear algebra... 196ii.
Sikorski, Roman. Boolean algebras. 19614.
Stiefel, Eduard L» An introduction to numerical mathematics.
1963.
Davis, Harry F. Introduction to vector analysis. 1961.
Householder, Alston Scott. The theory of matrices in
numerical analysis. 19614.
Hoffman, Kenneth. Linear algebra. 1961.
Fetisov, A. I. Proof in geometry*. 1963.
Kulczycki, Stefan. Non-Euclidean geometry. 196lo
Bourgin, D. G. Modern algevraic topology. 1963.
Csaszar, Akos. Foundations of general topology. 1963.
Kowalsky, Hans Joachim. Topological spaces. 196Ue
Mansfield, Maynard Joseph. Introduction to topology,, 1963'*
Pervin, William J. Foundations of general topologyo 196)4»
Rees, Dorothy. Trigonometry. 1965.
Sharp, Henry. Elements of the trigonometry. 1958.
Fobes, Melcher P. Calculus and analytic geometry. 1963•»
Hart, William Le Roy. Analytic geometry and calculus. 1963.
James, Robert Clarke. University mathematics. 1963.
Boyer, Carl Benjamin. History of analytic geometry. 1956-
Steiner, Jakob, Geometrical constructions with a ruler.
1950.
Helgason, Sigurour, Differential geometry and symmsijric
spaces. 1962.
Stemberg, Shlomo. Lectures on differential geometry. 19oi4.
Dieudonne, Jean. Foundations of modern analysis. ^960«
Indritz, Jack. Methods in analysis. 1963.
Protter, Murray H. Modern mathematical analysis. 1961|»
Rainville, Earl David. Unified calculus and analytic
geometry. I96I,
Taylor, Hov/ard Edward. University calculus. 1962.
Bermant, Anisim Fedorovich. a course of mathematical
analysis. 1963.
Fuller, Gordon. Analytic geometry and calculus. 19614©
Bari, Nima Karlovna. A treatise on ti-igonometric series,
I96I4.
Krasnosel'shii, Mark Aleksandrovich. 19614.
Boyce, Williajn E. Elementary differential equations and
1965.








































Rainville, Earl David. Elementary differential equations.;
196h.
Birkhoff, Garrett, Ordinary differential equations. 19o2^
Kaplan, nJilfred. Elements of differential equationso I96U0
Saul'ev, Vladislav Kliment'evich» Integration of equations
of parabolic type by the method of nets*.. 196ii»
Gelbaum, Bernard R. Counterexamples in analysis# 196U.
Goffinan, Casper. Calculus of several variables. 1965.
Hoffman, Kenneth. Banach spaces of analytic functions. 1962r,
Royden, H. L. Real analysis, 1963.
Hewitt, Edwin. Real and abstract analysis. 1965.
Ralston, Anthony. A first course in numerical analysis.
1965.
Combellack, Wilfred J. Introduction to elementary functions-.
1962.
Slater, Lucy Joan. Generalized hypergeometric functii.ons.
1966.
Berman, Georgii Nikolaevich. A collection of problems on
a course of mathematical analysis. 1965.
Alder, Henry L. Introduction to probability and statistics^}
196U.
Dixon, John R. A programmed introduction to probability.,
196U.
Brownlee, Kenneth Alexander. Statistical theory and
methodology in science and engineering. 1965.
Freijnd, John E. Mathematical statistics. 1962.
Wilks, Samuel Stanley. Mathematical statistics. 1962.
Randell, Brian. ALGOL 60 implementation. 196U.
S-^ein, Marvin L. Computer programming. 196U.
Birch, Thomas William. Haps, Topographical and statistical.
196b.
Campbe]J., Norman Robert. Foundations of science..» 1957o
Gapek, Milic. he philosophical impact of contemporary
physics. 1961,
Galilei, Galileo. On motion, and on mechanics® 1960»
National Research Council. Laboratory planning for chemistiy
and chemical enginnering. 1962.
Symposium on Foods. Oregon State Iftiiversity. Symposium on
Foods. 196U.
Albritton, Claude Carrol. The fabric of geologyo
Carson, R. L. The sea around us. 1951.
Borisov, Anatolii Aleksaiidrovich., Climates of the USSRo
1965.
Sitter, Lamoraal Ulbo de. Structural geology^.e 19o4e
Day, Frank Henry. The chemical elements in nature. 1963'*
Goldring, Winifred. Handbook of paleontology for beginnerf;
and amateurs. 1965.
Beals, Ralph Leon. An introduction to antIu*opology« 1965;-
Montagu, Ashley. Man's most dangerous myth. 3.96U®
Murdock, George Peter. Our pi'iitiitive conteiaporariese 193U.
Kuhn, Hovbert. On the track of prelii.'^horic man.
Brazier, Mary Bin-iii.sbojx. Prain function. 1963~
.18--
599.01 As69c Asratian, Ezras Asratovich» Compensatory adaptations,
reflex activity and'&ie brain. 196$,
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Anderson, Ron, a guide to teaching industrial artso 1965«>
Calvert, Robert Peyton, The encyclopedia of patent practice
and invention management,., 196ii,
Edmondson, Frances Way, Medical terminology, 1965®
Peplau, Hildegard E, Interpersonal relations in nursing,
1952.
Travelbee, Joyce, Interpersonal aspects of nursing, 1966a
Clissold, Grace K. How to function effectively as a teacher
in the clinical area. 1962.
Griffin, Gerald Joseph. Clinical nursing instruction by
television. 1965.
Calender, Tiny M. Unit administration. 1962,
I^Maitre, George D, The patient in surgery, 1965®
Willingham, Jacqueline, Logic of operating room nursing.
1962.
Yeager, Mary Ellen, Operating room manual, 1965*
Jacob, Stanley V/, Structure and function in man, 1965*
Palmer, John Milton, Anatomy for speech and hearing,
1965,
Moore, Francis D, Give and take, 196U,
Crampton, Earle Wilcox. Fundamentals of nutrition, 1959e
^^dvances in sex research, 1963-
Judson, Lyman Spicer V, Voice science, 1965-
Van Huss, Wayne, Physical activity in modern livings a.
I960,
Reed, Elizabeth W, I-fental retardation^ 1965*
Greenberg, Morris, Studies in epidomology, 1965*
Deutsch, Felix, Body, Mind, andlhe sensory gateways, 1962-
Ralli, Elaine Pandia, I'he management of the diabetic patienb,
1965.
Peiper, Albrecht, Cerebral function in infancy and child
hood, 1963,
Symposi^jm on Cerebral Palsy, Symposium on Cerebral Palsy,
1962.
Angyal, andras. Neurosis and treatment. 1965«
Bergler, Edmund, Curable and incurable neui'otics, 196lr.
Kryter, Karl D. The effects of noise on man« 1950n
VJeissbei'g, Albert 0. A guide to audif-vrJfti.il iii.T.toi'iils oii
speech and hearing disorders, 1952*
Loring, John Calob Hould, Selected bibliography on the
effects of high -iiitonsity iktIso <>ij man® 195^1*
-MtMrot., Tho ni't'ifMilT.tian* 195iis
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American Speech and Hearing Association. Research needs in
Speech Pathology and Audiology. 1959.
Stewart, Joseph Letie. The problem of stuttering in certain
North American Indian Societies, I960.
American Speech and Hearing Association. Studies of speech
disfluency and rate of stutterers and nonstutterers. 1961,
American Speech and Hearing Association, Identification
audiometry, 1961.
Parsons Project in Language and Communication of Mentally
Retarded Children, I963,
Harris, John Donald, Loudness discrimination, 1963*
American Speech and Hearing Association. Stuttering.
1957.
American Speech and Hearing Association. The Concept of
congenital aphasia from the standpoint of dynamic
differential diagnosis. 1959.
Hilliard, L. T, Mental deficiency, 1965#
Astrup, Christian, Prognosis in functional psychoses, 1962.
Bellak, Leopold, Contemporary European psychiatry, 1961.
Bosselman, Beulah Chamberlain. Neurosis and psychosis.
196U.
Milton, Ohmer, Behavior disorders. 1965#
Rosenfeld, Herbert A. Psychotic states. 1965»
Bellak, Leopold, Emergency psychotherapy and brief
psychotherapy. 1965.
Murphy, William Francis. The tactics of psychotherapy,
1965.
Ayd, Frank J. Recognizing the depressed patient... I96I,
Hartnett, William E, An introduction to the fundamental
concepts of analysis. I96I10
Chajxnan, Arthur Harry. Management of emotional probj.ems
of children and adolescents. 1965»
Bergler, Edmund. Parents not guilty... 196U.>
Lowenthal, Marjorio Fiske. Lives in distress, 196U»
•^^outhworth, Raymond W, Digital computation and numerical
methods. 1965.
Harris, Charles Overton. Strength of materials. 1963*
Lush, Clifford Keith. Industrial-arts electricity.,, 1959o
Training & Retraining, Inc., New York. Basic electricity/
electronics. 196U•
Middleton, Robert Gordon. Scope waveform analysis. 1963#
Smith, Donald A. aBC*s of electronic test equipment. 1963™
Boschen, Lee. Computer circuit projects you can build®
1963.
Middleton, Robert Gordon. Using the oscilloscope in
industrial electronics. 1961.
2elinger, G. Basic matrix algebra and transiston
1963.
Lytel, Allan Herbert, to jincu-'.xiTochi-oiiics &
integrated cii^cuits.
Middleton, with the
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Lament, Lansing. Day of Trinity. 1965.
Senger and Etterlin, Ferdinand Maria von.
armoured fighting vehicles. 1962.
Association of wnerican railroads. Quiz on railroads and
railroading. 19li0-
Wijk, rt. R. van. Physios of plant environment. 1963.
Keen, Bernard Augustus. The agricultural development of the
Middle East. 19U6.
Kononova, M. M. Soil organic matter, its nature, its role
in soil formation and soil fertility. 1961.
Duke, Cordia. 6,000 miles of fence. I96I.
Brown, Harjorie M. Home learning experiences in the home
economics program. 1963#
Martin, Ethel Austin. Robertas Nutrition work with
children. 195U»
Oiler, Juana. Enciclopedia de la cocina. 1962.
Johnston, Betty Jane. Equipment for modern living,
Jamow, Jeannette A. Inside the fashion business#
l"/hitcomb, Helen. Charm. 1965»
Bernhardt, Karl Schofield. Discipline and child guidance.
196h.
Hohbach, Ardith Oliver. A study of business teacher certifi
cation practives in the fifty states.,. 1962.
Peterson, John C. The lister's degree in business education-
196U.
Gibson, Ernest Dana. Integrated and electronic data
processing in relation to school of business administration«
1957.
Laurie, Edward J. applications of domestic digital computing
systems in businesses and schools of business. I960.
Holmdahl, Ruth P. The teaching of office practice.
Walters, R. G. Modem methods of teaching commercial pubjects,
Carlson, Paul A. The measurement of business education^
1932.
Souty-westem publishing company®





Haynes, Benjamin R. A history of business education in th^
United States. 1935»
Baker, James William. A history of bookkeeping instiuctlor
in the United States. 1935#
South-westem publishing company. Practical cooperative
training in commercial education. 1936«
xibrams, Ray. A commercial curriculiun for post gradua'ns.
1956.
Walters, R. G. "Selling" commercial education. 1936.
Lesseuborry, D. D» Methods of teaching typewriting.,
lo^alters, Rea Gillespie. The commercial curriculum.









650a7 3o89 No, iiO National Council of Business Education# The relation of
business o ducation to general education.
650»7 S089 No, Walters, Rea Gillespie# Methods of teaching commercial
subjects. 1?39»
650«7 S089 Noo h6 South-western publishing company. A survey of needs and
trends in bookkeeping. 1931.
650.7 S089 No. ii7 Brock, Ethel. A history of high school bookkeeping© 1939«
650,7 S089 No. Ii8 Hanna, J. Fundamental issues in business education. I9I4O.
650.7 S089 No. 1x9 Delta Pi Epsilon. Distributive education.., 19U0»
650.7 S089 No. 50 Salsgiver, Paul L. Sources of supplementary materials for
courses in consumer education. 19iiO.
650.7 S089 Noe 55 Walters, R. G, The business curriculum. 19ii2.
650.7 S089 No. 57 Wanous, Samuel J. Effective transcription procedures. 19li2.
650.7 S089 No. 58 Walters, Hea Gillespie. The community survey. 19ti2.
650.7 S089 No. 60 South-western publishing company. Educational and occupationa.
follow-up study, 19li3.
650.7 S089 No. 61 Nolan, C. A. A distributive education program for variety
stores... 19U5*
650.7 S089 Noo 62 South-western publishing company. Specific teaching methods
for bookkeeping aid accounting. 195ii«
650.7 S089 No. 6ii Gabriel, Puzant. Methods of teaching consumer education.
19U6.
650.7 S089 No, 65 National Office management association. Blueprint for
business education, 19U6.
650.7 S089 No. 66 Price, Ray G. Auditory and visual aids in business education.
650,7 S089 No. 68 i'risch, 7. A, The organization and operation of a clericaJ.
practice laboratory# 19ii7*
650,7 S089 No,69 Shipley, Clifford Byron, a handbook for businesseducati^n
in the small high school. 191^8.
650,7 S089 No, 71 Uissenberry, D, D, Methods of teaching typewrxtingo 19k9t>
650,7 S089 No. 72 Enterline, H. G, Trends of thought in business education^
19149.
650,7 S089 No, 7U Freeman, Max Herbert, Basic business education for every
day living. 1951.
650.7 S089 No. 79 Martens, Helen Jordan. Bookkeeping requirements in two
cities and the relation to high school instruction. 1952/-
650,7 S089 No. 81 South-western publishing company. Layouts and facilities
for business education. 1953»
650,7 S089 Noo 82 Fenner, Elaine, A handbook for advisers for high s'̂ hool
business clubs. 1953»
650.7 S089 Noo 83 South-western publishing company. Guidance in business
education... 1953fl
650,7 S089 No. 86 Balsley, Irol Whitmore, Current transcription practices in
business firms. 195ii»
650.7 S089 No. 87 Callan, John Henry. Community resources handbook in business
education. 19^h*
No» 8^ Birmion, John K, Equipment st-audai-ds for business oIc.fjs-
rooms, 195h,
650.7 S089 Noo 89 Goldstein, Edward H. The high school dopavLuiPiit. liead in
fc'^-^iness education. 195U*
650,7 S089 No. 90 Delta Pi Epsilon, Evaluative oriftn'ia t'ox* business
departJU'^nt.p of r!r>n.jTjHnry sohf^nlp-, 195h«
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Collins, Marian Josephine, Handbook for office practice
teachers• 195U.
South-western Publishing Company* Visual aids for business
and economic education. 1956.
Overman, Glen Delbert. Economic concepts everyone should
know® 1956.
Satlow, I. David. Helpful hints in teaching bookkeeping and
accounting. 1956.
Crawford, Thomas James. The effect of emphasizing
production typewritingr... 1960-
South-westem Publishing Company. Let's educate yputh for
effective business life.
Warmke, Roman F. Distributive education issues* 1961.
Lanb, Marion Minerva. Your first year of teaching. 1961-,
Dodd, J. Harvey. Toward better economic education. 196lo
Lomax, Paul Sanford» Improving research in business education*.
1962.
Black, Agnes L, An analysis of tbhe legal secretaries of
Muncie, Indiana. 196U.
Baldwin, Woodrow Wilson. History of shorthand instruction in
schools of the United States. 1952.
Palmer, Elise Douglass. Development and evaluation of
multiple-channel dictation tapes in beginning shorthand
classes. 1963®
Taylor, Helen Williams. Development and ©valuation of
programmed materials in the presentation of theoiy in
beginning shorthand classes. 1963®
Wright, Ellen M. A summary of recent selected findings in
shorthand prognosis with specific reference... 1963.
liee, Marshall. Bookmaking, 1965-
Holman, William R. Library publications. 1965•>
Anderson, Wilton Thomas. Accounting. 1965.
Noble, Howard Scott. Accounting principles. 1957«'
Terrill, William Adolph. Cost accounting for managerient..,.-.
1965.
'imerican Management Association. Purchasing in worldwide
Ope rat ions... 1966.
Branch, Melville Campbell. Planning: Aspects and applicgtjon>-
1966.
Evans, Ciordon H. Managerial job descriptions in
man^ifacturing. 196Ii.
Kepner, Charles Higgins. The rational manager^.. 1965«
McDonough, iidrian M. Information economics and management
systems, 1963,
McDoiiOijgh, ii-drian M, Management systems. 1965.
Mee, John F. i^lanageinent thought in a dynamic economy^
1963.
Morris, WilXiAm Tliomas. Mn.urigGinp;ih Pc?ieiice in action® 19^3»
Rayifiond, Thomas icchino. Problems in bupjnt^sp! adiinnisbi'ation
196ii.






































Krupp, Sherman, Pattern in organisation analysis. 1961.
Levin, Richard I. Quantitative approaches to managements
1965.
Seminar on Basic Research in Management Controls. Management
controls. 196U.
Princeton University, ilanagement in the industrial world.
1959.
Anderson, David R. Practical controllership. 1961.
Anthony, Robert Newton. Management accounting. 196Ii«
Haseman, Wilbur Gary. Management uses of accountings 1963®^
Holzman, Robert S, Tax basis for managerial decisions. 196p«
Horngren, Charles T. Accounting for management control.
1965.
Kohler, Eric Louis. Accounting for management... 1965«
Raby, William L. he income tax and business decisions.
I96I1.
Rossell, James H. Managerial accounting. I96U0
Bevis, Herman W. Corporate financial reporting in a
competitive econon^r, 1965.
Miller, Donald E. t.he meaningful interpretation of financial
statements. 1966.
Holzman, Robert S. Tax Basis for managerial decisions.,«
1965.
National Safety Council. Accident prevention manual for
industrial operations. I96U.
McGregor, Douglas. The human side of enterprise. I96O0
Rose, Homer C. The development and supervision of training
programs. 19614,
Moore, Harold E. The administration of public shcool
personnel. 1966,
Seller, Robert E. Improving the effectiveness of research
and development.., 1965.
iilexander, Ralph Samuel. Industrial marketing. 196ln
Boyd, Harper W. Cases in marketing strateby. 1968.
Brown, Milton Peers. Problems in marketing.•• 1961.
Lorie, James Hirsch. Basic methods of marketing researcho
1951.
Crisp, Richard D. Marketing research. 1957.
Blair, Thomas Lucien Vincent. Africas a market prof'uleu
1965.
Baumgarten, Harold. Concepts of nursing home administ-rahn.on.
1965.
Cochran, Thomas Childs. Railroad leaderso 1953®
Burton, Philip VJard. Principles of advertising. 19559
Plumridge, Tom C. Study guide for metal!"vgy. 19b7.
Lee, Juli.i SoiitUard. El(^ni«iit-nry hos.hil.es. 1953.
Alhers, ilnni. On weaving. 1965*
Bast, Herbert. EssMutials of modern upholstery^ 1963-'
Mix, Floyd M. 103 easy jug saw projects. 1957«
Tiei'ney, W1111,'uii Francis. Modern upholstering methods^
1965.


































Buokwalter, len. Electronic igames & toys you can build-
1961.
Mix, Floyd M, Practical carpentry. 1963o
ART, MUSIC, physical EDUCATION
Waelder, Robert. Psychoanalytic avenues to art. 1965.
Hopkins, Vivian Constance. Spires of form. 19^1.
Niece, Robert C. Art, an approach. 19S9o
Ocvirk, Otto G, Art fundamentalso 1962o
Baudelaire, Charles Pierre. The painter of modern lifeo
196li.
Coomaraswamy, Ananda Kentish. Christian and Oriental
philosophy of art, 1956.
Male, Emile. The Gothic image. 1958.
liOughran, Bemice B. Art experiences. 1963#
National Education Association of the United States.
Music and art in the public schools. 1963.
Focillon, Henri. The art of the West in the Middle Ages...
1963.
Ponente, Nello. The structures of the modern world. 1965-^
Feininger, T. Lux. Lyonel Feininger; city at the edge of
the world. 1965#
B^axton, John. Elizabethan taste. 1963«
Hempel, Eberhard. Baroque art and architecture in central
Europe. 1965.
Klein, Robert, Italian art. 1966.
^sia Society. Mlngei: folk arts of old Japan. 1965c
Halprin, Lawrence. Cities, 1963.
Reiner, Thomas a. The place of tthe ideal coinraunity :m urban
planning, 1963#
Lynch, Kevin, jhe image of the city. I960,
Gruen, Victor, Shopping towns USA, I960.
Faber, Colin. Candela, the shell builder. 1963®
McCoy, Esther. Five California architects. 1960.
Panofsky, Erwin. Gothic architecture and scholasticism.
1957.
iJonat, John. World ^i.rchitecture today. 196hc»
ll'n-hvn, Charles Eliot. Hi5?tr»rjonl ftiidi.of r»f ohui'cl:-biiildlng
in tho midtno—n-i^os. 1902.
Perry, L. Day, Bird houses... 1955-
Sibley, Hi. 72 bird hoiises, 1961^.
Janson, Horst Woldemar, The sciilpf-.iu'c of ibnatollo. 1963-,.
Archipenko, A3.exander. Ai'chi}>onko5 fifty ci>3at.ive years®
I960,




































Jenyns, Roger Soame. Japanese porcelain..• 1965.
Sperisen, Francis J. The art of the lapidary. I960.
Hoff, Sydney. Learning to cartoon. 1966.
Levy, Mervyn. The artist and the nude. 1965.
Quinlan, ^harles. Orhtographic projection simplified...
I960.
Pasadena, California. California design.
Kojiro, Yuichiro. Forms in Japan. 1963.
Barich, Dewey F. Metal work for industrial arts shops.
1952.
Davis, Derek C. English and Irish antique glass... 1965.
French cabinetmakers of tthe eighteenth century. 1965.
Magdalen Mary, Sister. Mosaics for everyone... 1958.
Maiuri, Ainedo. Roman painting... 1953*
Jameson, Anna Brownell. Legends of the Madonna... 1896.
Geldzahler, Henry. American painting in the twentieth
century. 1965.
Rockwell, Norman. Norman Rockwell, my adventures as an
illustrator. I960.
Wilenski, R. H. Outline of English painting. 19li8.
Nolde, anil, Unpainted pictures... 1965.
Berger, Klaus. Odilon Redon: Fantasy and coloiir.
1965.
Gassou, Jean. Chagall... 1965.
Scholes, Percy Alfred. The concise Oxford dictionary of
music... 1961i,
Dimmitt, Richard Bertrand. A title guide to the tai-Vies...
1965.
Kraus, Richard 0. Folk dancing. 1962«
Oorchakov, Nikolai Aleksandrovich. Istorila sovetskogo
teatra.
Kraus, Richard C. Folk dancing. 1962.
American Association for Health, Physical Education a'ld
Recreation. Division for girls and women's sports® "^.963-
Ecker, Tom, Illustrated gniilo t.«> ol^vinpic t-i'ack aaid field
techni'^ufes. 1966.
LITERATURE
rt-dler, Mortimer Jerome, Poetry and politics. 1965.
Black, Edwin. Rhetorical criticism. 1965.
Grube, Georges Maximilien iintoine. The Greek and Roman
critics. 1965-
i'lurry, John Middleton. Countries of the mind. 1931o
Baird, Albert Craig«. Rhetoric. 1965.
Bx'own, Stephen Mei*edith. Tlie world of imagery. 19^63
Jones, Evei'ott L. A new appi-oach to college i-cading. i9'iu »
















































Zetler, Robert L. Successful communication in science and
industry... 1961.
Altenbemd, a handbook for the study of poetry
1966.
Altenbemd, Lynn. A handbook for the study of drama, 1966«
Fletcher, Angus John Stewart. Allegory. 196iio
Norris, Frank. Literary criticism. 196U.
Weston, Jessie Laidlay. From ritual to romance. 1957*
Wimsatt, William Kurtz. Hateful contraries. 1965*
Will, Frederic. Hereditas... 196U»
Vries, Jan de. Heroic song and heroic legend. 1963.
Canpbell, Lewis. Tngic drama in Aeschylus, Sophocles, aid
Shakespeare. 1965•
American Literary Scholarship. 1963-
Jarrell, Randall. The bat-poet. 196U.
Partisan Review. The new Partisan reader. 1953*
Spiller, R. E. The cycle of American Literature. 1955*
Spiller, Robert Ernest. The third dimension. 1965.
Stovall, Floyd. American idealism... 1965#
Eisenberg, Azriel Louis. The golden land... 196Uo
Dickinson, Emily. Poems. I96I4.
Eliot, Thomas Stems. Collected poems. 1935*
Frost, Robert. New Hampshire. 1923'»
In the clearing. 1962.
V/est-running brook. 1928.
, Collected poems. 1929.
T. 3. Eliot. 1962.
Jarrell, Randall. The lost world. 1965.
Feldman, Irving. The pripet marshes® 1965.
Randall, Julia. The puritan carpenter. 1965«
Cerf, B. A. Sixteen famous American plays. 19m.
Eliot, T. S. The cocktail party. 1950.
Lewis, Allan, iimerican plays and playwrights of the
contemporary theatre. 1965*
McCullers, Mrs. Carson. The member of the wedding. 19u6..
Bock, Jerry. Fiddler on the roof... 3.96ii*
Ford, Jesse Hill. The conversion of Buster Drumwright. 196U.
Grudeff, I'^arian. Baker Street. 1966,
Strouse, Charles. Golden Boy. 1965*
Stegner, Wallace Earle. The imerican novel. 1965#
Meyer, Roy Willard. The middle western farm novel in the
twentietji century. 1965.
Hunt, John V/esley. William Faulkner. 1965*
Sherman. Enterson's angle of vision. 1962;.
Jarr'^}.!, R.iTi'i.TH. A sad heart at the supermai-ket. 1962.
Clemens, 3. L. The adventures of Tom Sawyers. 1922.
Derleth, August William. Three literary men. 1963^
Mencken, II<mry I/?ulsa The r.'ni scone, 1965.
Faulkner, William. Essays, speeches and public letters.
1966.
Strachey, Giles Lytton. Spectatorial essays... 196Ut















































Bush, Douglas. Prefaces to Rer^issance literature^ 196^0
Grierson, Sir Herbert John Clifford. Cross-currents in
17th century English literature. 1958.
Complete poetical works of John Keats and Percy Bysshe
Shelley.
Elliott, George Roy. The cycle of modern poetry... 1965*
Roston, Murray. Prophet and poet... 1965*
Untermeyer, Louis. A treasury of great poems. 19^42.
Chaucer, Geoffrey. Canterbury tales. 193ii.
The Pepys ballads... 1929-32.
Tottel, Richard. Tottel's miscellany. 1965.
Harrison, John Smith. Platonism in English poetry of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 1965*
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